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The A380 is the lowest cost solution for airport’s sustainable growth

With around 160 small and large airports visited worldwide the A380 has proven it can be
operated in existing airport infrastructure with no or little modifications. Today some 35
airports worldwide see A380 daily operations. On top of these, around 50 airports are getting
prepared to accommodate the A380 and answer the airlines’ need for more A380
destinations. The current A380 fleet undertakes about 160 commercial flights each day
(takes off or lands approximately every five minutes) and as more aircraft get delivered to
current and future operators, the A380 network is growing quickly.
A380 operations bring immense benefits to airports and communities. As it transports 40%
more passengers compared to the 747-400, the A380 enables more people to fly without
requiring more flights. As it does so consuming 22% less fuel per seat and generating
correspondingly lower CO2 emissions, the A380 is, already today, part of the solution to the
industry’s commitment to continually reduce its environmental footprint.
Moreover, despite being much bigger than other aircraft, the A380 is much quieter.
Compared to the 747-400, the A380 is producing half noise energy at take off and one
quarter at landing. When noise constraints are important, the A380 offers simple and cost
effective solutions for the airports and the airlines to grow in traffic whilst reducing the noise
impact on local communities. At airports like London Heathrow, neighbours of the airport
have publicly praised the A380’s remarkable noise performance.
When investments are required to modify the airport infrastructure, they are quickly paid back
by the environmental benefits, as well as the additional passengers and landing fees each
A380 movement brings.
The A380 is, in fact, the easiest and minimum-cost solution for airports to accommodate
traffic growth. Without A380s replacing smaller aircraft on many routes, airports would have
no choice but to build more gates, more parking spaces and eventually additional runways in
order to provide room for ever higher frequencies.
So the A380 is indeed part of the solution to air transport growth – capacity improvement,
increased revenue, sustainable growth; and for the airports, the A380 represents, by far, the
easiest and cheapest solution.
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